ABSTRACT

Program of TPSDP represent a project constructively fund of ADB with aim to to increase the quality of education of ladder of S-1 and Diploma in PTN / PTS, so that all its grad can compete in National storey level and also in International storey level in face of era free trade of ASEAN and global emulation. So that master grad amount and quality can mount hence needed scheme of system performance measurement able to support reaching of efficacy of program of TPSDP at College.

This Research cope to design system performance measurement program of TPSDP with framework of RAISE++. RAISE++ representing one of the alternative in conducting scheme of system measurement of performance to efficacy or failure of program of TPSDP. In this research, step taken is identifying type of Performance Indicator having an in with program of TPSDP. Later, then identify Strategic Issue with Performance Indicator (Primary Indicator and Auxiliary Indicator) so that obtained System Performance Measurement of TPSDP.

From result of Scheme Of System Performance Measurement for the Program of TPSDP obtained 2 system hierarchy measurement of divided performance pursuant to its indicator type that is Primary Indicator and of Auxiliary Indicator. For the hierarchy of system measurement of performance pursuant to Primary Indicator got 12 Primary Indicator which is grouped in four criteria cover Strategic Issue of Relevance, Academic Atmosphere, Internal And Organization and of Efficiency & Productivity. While for the hierarchy of system measurement of performance pursuant to Auxiliary Indicator got 28 Auxiliary Indicator which is grouped in six criteria cover Strategic Issue of Relevance, Academic Atmosphere, Internal Management, Sustainability, Efficiency & Productivity and of Access & Equity.
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